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CHEVRON

EMBRACING SARBANES-OXLEY:
AGILOFT OFFERS AUDITABILITY AND AUTOMATION
TURNING SOX INTO A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
As one of the largest publicly traded energy companies in the world,
Chevron faces growing regulatory demands and an explosion of
documents, records, web content, and digital images. As a result,
Chevron follows strict policies and standards regarding internal
accounting and external reporting functions.
Every change to the Chevron enterprise accounting system is subject to
strict SOX change control management and monitoring. To help satisfy
these requirements, Chevron selected Agiloft to provide a customized
business process management (BPM) solution. With its deployment
of the Agiloft solution, the comptroller department maintains a
transparent approval process for all proposed changes to the
enterprise accounting system. The BPM solution tracks and enforces all
changes, providing auditable records through workflow automation. The
system has to be highly
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INDUSTRY
• Oil and gas

CHALLENGES
• Effective, secure governance and SOX
compliance
• Auditable workflows that support
global accounting systems
• Reporting and problem identification
available 24x7
• Problem escalation, prioritized by
audit rules
• Secure subsidiary relationships
• Global implementation, without
increasing costs

AGILOFT SOLUTION
• Business process management (BPM)
solution
• Linux operating system
• Java™ Platform, Enterprise Edition
• Hosted SaaS service

BENEFITS
• Rapid implementation, lowering
development costs
• Extensibility without programming
• Increased performance, allowing
faster access to data
• Increased employee productivity,
through task automation
• Improved security, with precise access
control

CHEVRON

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
Chevron performed a global deployment of the
next generation Agiloft BPM system in June 2007.
Agiloft hosts the SaaS service on a dedicated
server. The BPM SaaS service is based on the Java
EE platform and provides graphical workflow, full
audit logging, and an extensible business rules
engine.

Java EE is the industry standard for developing
portable, robust, scalable, and secure server-sided
Java applications. Java EE significantly reduces the
cost and complexity of developing and deploying
multi-tier solutions. As a result, Agiloft and its
customers can rapidly deploy and easily enhance and
extend the BPM solutions without programming.

Agiloft provides Chevron a highly secure BPM
solution that supports the increasing demands of
effective governance and compliance.

ACCELERATING PRODUCTIVITY

LEVERAGING JAVA TECHNOLOGY IN
THE ENTERPRISE
Agiloft leverages open standards software and
hardware to build a highly secure, flexible, and
scalable solution. Java’s innovative technology
helps Agiloft provide cost-effective solutions that
can be used by clients to turn business burdens,
such as compliance governance and customer
support, into a strategic competitive advantage.
The results include secure 24x7 access to data,
increased system performance, and improved
employee productivity.
Agiloft built its BPM platform on the Java EE
architecture, industry-recognized for its flexibility
and adaptability. “The reason our BPM solutions
are so flexible, allowing development of a custom
workflow solution in 90 minutes for a service that
traditionally takes IT departments 90 days, is that
we built a platform that provides full adaptability
through the browser, without writing a line of
code. This adaptive platform leverages the open

Agiloft addresses the two main concerns for
companies deploying BPM solutions: implementation
time and system flexibility. The engine both
automates repetitive tasks to boost employee
productivity and provides precise access control
based upon the employee’s role and group
membership.
Agiloft uses Linux servers with hotswap redundancy
as an expandable enterprise building block for
delivering large-scale global services with rapid
performance and unparalleled uptime

ABOUT AGILOFT, INC.
Over 3 million users at organizations ranging from
small enterprises to U.S Government agencies and
Fortune 100 companies depend on Agiloft’s top
rated product suites for Contract Management,
Service Desk, Custom Workflow, and more. Agiloft
specializes in automating processes that are too
complex for competing vendors. Our best practice
templates and agile technology ensure rapid
deployment and a fully extensible system. For more
information, visit https://www.agiloft.com.

standard Java EE architecture for enterprise
connectivity, scalability, and security,” said
Colin Earl, Agiloft CEO.
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